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Abstract: Electrochemically deposited copper powders, which are formed of particles of different size and morphology, are characterized by some properties like specific surface and
apparent density. A procedure of the determination of a representative powder particle, exhibiting the same values of specific surface and apparent density as the powder is proposed.
The proposed procedure also permints an explanation of the branching of copper dendrites.
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INTRODUCTION

A copper powder represents a dendritic deposit which can spontaneously fall or can
be removed from the electrode by tapping or in another similar way.1
Acopper powder is not formed of particles of identical size and morphology; the individual particles may assume various forms and have very different surface areas for the
same average size of the granule.2 As a result of this, it is not possible to relate the powder
properties with the deposition process parameters and the deposition conditions, and,
hence, a representative particle of the metal powder, having at least one property the same
as the powder should be determined. Obviously, a powder can then be considered as a
group of identical particles.
DISCUSSION

The representative powder particle can be defined as follows: The specific surface
and the apparent density can be common properties of a metal powder and an individual
powder particle. The specific surface of powder, Ssp, measured in cm2 g–1,2 can be determined by the method available in the literature.3 On the other hand, the specific surface of
an individual powder particle can be calculated from its known regular geometric form.
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Hence, a representative powder particle is that one which is characterized by the same specific surface as a powder consisting of a mixture of different particles. The specific surface
of a powder particle, Ssp,p , is given by:
Ssp,p =

S
G

(1)

where S and G are the surface and the mass of particle, respectively. For a cubic particle,
the specific surface Ssp,cub is then:
Ssp,cub =

6
ra

(2)

where r is the density of the metal and a is the height of the edge of the particle. The size, ar
of a representative metal powder particle can be determined by substitution of Ssp instead
of Ssp,cub into Eq. (2), which after further rearrangement gives:
ar =

6
rS sp

(3)

In this way the size of a cubic representative powder particle is related to the property
of the powder which can be determined experimentally and even calculated, as was shown
recently.4,5 The above discussion is valid if the representative particle is made of compact
metal.
The apparent density or volumetric mass6 is also one of the most important properties
of a metal powder.2,6 It is defined as the mass per unit volume of powder and can also be
experimentally determined.7 Powder particles from the same size fraction of different
powders occupy approximatelly the same volume, but the structure of the metallic copper
can be considerably different with different apparent densities. Obviously, the more dendritic the powder particles are, the smaller is the apparent density of the copper powder.7
Arepresentative particle of copper powder more realistic than a regular cube is shown
in Fig. 1, and the cross section of it is shown in Fig. 2. The structure of this particle is like a
3D cross and the volume it occupies is the same as that of a cube with side 3a, as can be
seen from Fig. 2.
Assuming complete symmetry, the surface areas, S, of such a particle is:
S = 30 a2

(4)

G = 7 a3 r

(5)

and the mass G is:

The specific surface Ssp,p is then given by:
Ssp,p =

30
7 ra

(6)

COPPER POWDER

Fig. 1. A representative 3D cross - like particle of
copper powder.
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Fig. 2. The cross section of the particle from Fig. 1
and the cross section of the cube occupied by it.

and
ar =

30
7 rS sp

(7)

if
(8)
Ssp = Ssp,p
Hence, the larger the specific surface is, the lower is the size of the represantative
powder particle. This is in accordance with literature data.2 Increased current density leads
to the formation of a copper powder of smaller particle size and increased specific surface.

Fig. 3. An improved model of a representative powder
particle.

The apparent density of such a particle is obviously:
r' = r

7a 3
27 a

3

=

7
r
27
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being independent of a. This is not in agreement with experimental data, because increasing the overpotential or current density of deposition leads to a decrease of the apparent
density of the copper powder.2 Hence, the proposed model of a representative particle is
not operative and an improved version of it is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, or in Fig. 5 for the
general case, where b = a/m and d = 2a/(m + 1) and m is the number of “branches” into
which the initial one from Fig. 1 is divided, obviously b m + d(m + 1) = 3a.

Fig. 4. The cross sections of particle, presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. The cross section of a representative particle with branches into which the first one is divided.

The surface of such particle is:
S = 30a2 + 8(m – 1)a2

(9)

whereby the mass of it is still given by Eq. (5). Hence, the specific surface Ssp,p is:
Ssp,p =

[30 + 8( m - 1)a 2
7 ra 3

(10)
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or after rearanging:
Ssp,p =

22 + 8m
7 ra

(11)

On the other hand, the whole volume, V, of one particle, given by:
V = 27 a3

(12)

can be treated as being made of some homogenous material the density, r', of which is
equal to the apparent density of the powder. The specific surface of such a particle, S’sp,p is
S’sp,p =

6(3a ) 2
r' (3a )

3

=

2
r' a

(13)

If
Ssp,p = S’sp,p

(14)

1
r
m = (14 - 22)
8
r'

(15)

it follows from Eqs. (11) and (13) that

which is valid for r' < 0.6 r, and is hence valid for dendritic copper powders. The size and
structure of the representative powder particle can then be determined by using Eqs. (11)
and (15) and the experimental values of Ssp and r'. Assumming that
A = 3a

(16)

Eq. (13) can be rewritten in the form
Ar =

6
S' r'

(17)

where Ar is the dimension of a representative particle, and the above discussion can be verified in the following way. According to Peissker,5 a copper powder characterized by r' =
2.40 g/cm3 and Ssp,p = 300 cm2/g consist of 94 % particles + 0.080 mm.
Hence, the representative particle of such powder, calculated using Eq. (13) and the
above data, is Ar = 0.083 mm which is in accordance with the sieve analysis. On the other
hand,5 a copper powder characterized by r' = 1.00 g/cm3 and Ssp = 1800 g/cm3 consist of
95 % particles – 0.040 mm, and Ar, as calculated in the previous case, is 0.033 mm.
It is shown in this way that the size representative powder particles can be succesfully
estimated from the values of the specific surface and apparent density using the above procedure. The morphology of such particles can be estimated in the following way: m, the
number of branches into which the initial one from Fig. 1 is divided can be calculated using
Eq. (14) and the data of the apparent densities. For the first powder under consideration (Ssp
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= 300 cm2/g, r = 2.40 g/cm3 and Ar = 0.083 mm), m » 4 and for the second one (Ssp = 1800
cm2/g, r = 1.00 g/cm3 and Ar = 0.033 mm), m » 15. As expected, the particles of the first
powder are larger and less dendritic, while the ones of the other one are smaller and more
dendritic which is accordance with the real situation6 regardless of the fact that the calculated representative particles cannot be directly compared to the photographed ones, because they represent the physical equivalent of the set of different real particles.
On the other hand, the precursor of dendrites similar to the particles from Fig. 5 can be
obtained during copper electrodeposition.8 Hence, it can be concluded that consideration
of dendrite branching, a completely unsolved problem,9 is also initiated in this paper. Further investigations in this direction are necessery.
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IZVOD

REPREZENTATIVNA ^ESTICA BAKARNOG PRAHA I GRANAWE DENDRITA
BAKRA
K. I. POPOV1, N. D. NIKOLI]2 i Z. RAKO^EVI]3
1Tehnolo{ko-metalur{ki fakultet, Univerzitet u Beogradu, Karnegijeva 4, p. pr. 3503, 11001 Beograd,
2IHTM-Centar za elektrohemiju, Wego{eva 12, p. pr. 473, 11001 Beograd i 3Institut za nuklearne nauke Vin~a,
p. pr. 522, 11001 Beograd

Elektrohemijski istalo`eni prahovi bakra se formiraju od ~estica razli~itih dimenzija i morfologije su okarakterisani nekim osobinama kao {to su specifi~na povr{ina i prividna gustina (nasipna masa). Predlo`en je postupak odre|ivawa reprezentativne ~estice praha, koja ima iste vrednosti specifi~ne povr{ine i prividne gustine kao
prah. Predlo`en postupak tako|e omogu}uje obja{wewe granawa dendrita bakra.
(Primqeno 22. jula 2002)
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